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ABSTRACT 

The cost of energy is on the increase every day. Industries that generate their own steam need to optimize their energy generation 
and use. One of the ways of generating energy is by burning fuel in a boiler to produce steam which is used to drive turbines and 
for process heating. A refinery CO Boiler examined in this paper is used to generate high pressure steam. The boiler has two flash 
(blow-down) drums-one intermittent and the other, continuous. It has been demonstrated in this paper that reduction of blow-
down rate from 8 to 6 % gave a savings of 11.234 NGN (US$ 0.07) Million  while a fuel savings of 3.29898*10^7 Btu/hr of fuel 
was attributed to the flashing of boiler blow-down from the continuous blow-down drum. MATLAB computer programmes were 
developed to ease computations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Boiler blow-down is liquid water that is removed from the boiler drum either continuously or intermittently, in order to 
keep the concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS), alkalinity, and total suspended solids (TSS) to the minimum 
allowable. Blow-down losses are some of the many losses that are associated with a boiler and must be optimized. Other 
boiler losses have been identified to be :sensible heat in flue gases; convection and radiation losses;unburnt combustibles 
in flue gases and unburnt combustibles in refuse [1]. 
Dissolved salts find entry to the boiler through make-up water which is continuously fed    by the Boiler Feed Water 
Pump (BFWP). In the boiler, there is continuous evaporation of water into steam. This leaves behind the salts in the 
boiler. Concentration of these salts, tend to increase in the boiler drum and starts precipitation after certain concentration 
level Water from the drum should be blown down to prevent concentration of salts beyond certain limits. Since the water 
in the boiler drum is at a high temperature (equivalent to its saturation temperature at boiler drum pressure), excess blow-
down will lead to loss of energy known as 'blow-down losses'. Blow-down rate reduces the boiler efficiency considerably. 
Hence it is imperative that blow-down rates are optimized, based on the hardness levels of boiler drum water which is a 
function of the operating pressure.  
Flashing occurs when condensate is returned from process plants into a vented or pressurized condensate receiver. The 
process also takes place when blow-down from a boiler is reduced in pressure in a flash drum. Return of condensate and 
boiler blow-down are operations in process plants, which could lead to energy losses if appropriate measures are not taken 
to monitor their performances.When hot condensate, at its saturation temperature, corresponding to the elevated pressure, 
is reduced in pressure, the temperature increases above the saturation temperature at the new pressure. This is known as 
flash steam and the pressure reduction process is called flashing [2]. 
There is the opinion that depending on the pressure involved, the flash steam may contain about 10 to 40% of the energy 
content of the original condensate [3]. It had been stated that instead of venting the flashed steam to atmosphere and 
losing the energy content a heat exchanger can be instilled in the vent to recover this energy [4-5]. The return of clean 
condensate is a practical and economic energy conservation measure or technique which takes place in a plant which 
generates its own steam. 
The advantages accrued to the return of condensate include [2, 4]: 

 Reduction in boiler blow-down requirements which results in boiler fuel savings. 
 Reduction in the boiler raw-water make-up and treatment cost involved 
 A decrease in the amount of steam required for boiler feed water de-aeration  
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 Reduction of harmful environmental discharges from contaminated streams 
 An increased useful work output without additional energy input. 

Clean condensate is assumed to be free of water impurities. Thus, addition of this condensate to make up water will serve 
to dilute the concentration of the impurities. A reduction in required blow-down is obtained by returning more condensate 
to the boiler [2]. The refinery Fluid catalytic Cracking Unit (FCCU) operates the condensate recovery unit (CRU) studied 
in this paper. The CRU is shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1: Simplified diagram of the refinery FCC unit condensate recovery and the CO boiler (DW TANK=Makeup water 
tank, E-01=Heat exchanger, HPC=HighPressure condensate, D-02=Condensate receiver, P-01=Deaerator feed 
pump,LPS=Low pressure steam, LPC=Low pressure condensate, P-02=MPS steam generator feed pump, P-03=CO-Boiler 
feed pump, E-22=MPS steam generator  feed pump, CRU WHB=Catalytic Reforming Unit waste heat boiler, HPS=High 
pressure steam, COB=Co-Boiler) 

 
Boiler feed water (BFW) is usually composed of returned condensate and make-up water. The BFW normally contain 
impurities which can cause deposits and other related problems in the boiler. Common impurities in water as alkalinity, 
silica, iron, dissolved oxygen, calcium, and magnesium are listed [6]. The minimum allowable TDS, alkalinity and TSS 
have been given by the American Boiler manufacturers Association (ABMA) as shown in Table 1.Blowdown is an 
essential operation in a boiler with the main purpose of limiting or reducing these impurities in the boiler water. It had 
been established that when the amount of blow-down is not properly maintained either of the following would occur [7, 
2]: 

 If too little blow-down excessive concentrations or sludge build up and carry over will result. 
 If too much blow-down excessive hot water is removed resulting in increased boiler fuel requirements, boiler 

feed water requirements and boiler chemical requirements. 
It is, however, observed that because of the variation of water quality from place to place, the amount of blow-down 
ranges from 1 to 25% based on boiler feed water flow [7] . The ABMA recommended limits for boiler water 
concentrations are shown in Table 1. 

Table1: Recommended limits for boiler water concentrations [8] 
 
 
Drum press 
Psia 

Total solids 
 
ABMA      Possible  

Alkalinity 
 
ABMA      
Possible  

Suspended Solids 
 
ABMA        
Possible  

6-300 3500 6000 700 1000 300 250 
301-450 3000 5000 600 900 250 200 
451-600 2500 4000 500 500 150 100 
601-750 2000 2500 400 400 100 50 
751-900 1500 - 300 300 60 - 
901-1000 1250 - 250 250 40 - 
1001-1500 100 - 200 200 20 - 
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Blow-down may be continuous or intermittent. As the names imply, in continuous blow-down the boiler water is 
discharged continuously throughout the period the boiler is in operation while in intermittent blow-down the discharge is 
done occasionally. Continuous blow-down is preferred in steam drum boilers [7]. Another characteristic of blow-down is 
the location of the discharge line which could be from beneath the water surface in the steam drum, from the mud drum 
or bottom header or from the bottom of the steam drum. 
In order to reduce energy losses it is necessary to install a continuous blow-down heat recovery device such as a flash 
drum. In this regard, it had been stated that installation of such a device for as low as 500 Ib/hr of blow-down rate can be 
economical [7]. A part of the heat in the blow-down as stated above can be recovered in a flash drum and the flash steam 
may be directed into a low pressure steam header [2]. The remaining hot water is either used to preheat boiler feed water 
(BFW) or cooled and discharged into the sewer. The refinery FCCU CO Boiler and slurry bottoms steam generator have 
dedicated flash drums for their blow-down discharges and they use the latter method of discharging the hot water. These 
are shown in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2: Simplified diagram of CO boiler continuous and intermittent blow-down flash drums (D-14=CO Boiler flash 
drum, D-15=Slurry bottoms steam generator flash drum, D-22=CO-Boiler Intermittent flash drum, A-14=Air cooler) 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONDENSATE RECOVERY UNIT 
The condensate recovery unit as shown in Figure 1 is located within the battery limits of the refinery FCCU and was 
designed to perform the following functions: 

a) To receive all the condensate from the process units (FCCU, CDU/VDU, CRU, and NHU), LPG 
vapourizer, Power Plant and 7 storage tanks. 

b)  To reduce the level of oxygen in the recovered condensate to a minimum acceptable level by de-
aeration and scavenging. 

c) To preheat the demineralized water from the water treatment unit via 107-P-01A-C using the hot 
recovered condensate in a shell and tube heat exchanger, 103-E-01. 

d) To send the de-aerated condensate as BFW to the three waste heat boilers: CO boiler, FCC steam 
generator using Main Column Bottoms (MCB), and CRU steam generator using the waste heat from the 
CRU four main furnaces. The CO boiler is designed to use hot flue gases from the FCC regenerator and 
10% auxiliary fuel (fuel gas and fuel oil) to generate High Pressure Steam (HPS) of about 400oC and 40 
kgcm-2, while the other two boilers produce Medium Pressure Steam (MPS) of about 16 kgcm-2.  
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e) To cool decanted oil (Carbon Black feed) with the BFW in a shell and tube heat exchanger E-21 before 
the preheated BFW flows to the FCC MPS generator. 

The description of the unit is as follows: The condensates from the process units, power plant and storage tanks are 
collected in a header and conveyed through the pneumatic valves HYARC-01A/B. These valves are actuated by a 
hydrocarbon detector or analyzer which sends signal to the two valves. When there is no hydrocarbon in the condensate 
(clean condensate) the instrument sends an opening signal to valve A to allow condensate to flow through the condensate 
cooler E-01 (condensate/demineralized water) to the atmospheric drum D-02. However, if hydrocarbon is present in the 
condensate valve B opens to send contaminated condensate to either the drain or the desalter of the Crude Distillation 
Unit (CDU) of the refinery. The atmospheric drum D-02 also recovers the condensate from another condensate drum D-
19 that result from the condensing turbines KT-01 and KT-02. These turbines drive the Main Air Blower (MAB) and Wet 
Gas Compressor (WGC) of the FCCU, respectively. In addition to these sources of condensate the high pressure steam 
condensate from the FCCU also flows to D-02, but a bypass line is provided to send it to the deaerator D-01. The pumps 
P-01A/B then take suction from the D-02 and discharges in two parts. A part is conveyed to the deaerator D-01 under the 
control of LC-10 which maintains the level of the vessel using two valves LC-10A/B. Valve A is on the pump discharge 
while valve B opens demineralized water from E-01 outlet to the deaerator in case of low level and after valve LC-10A is 
at maximum opening. The second part is discharged to the power plant condensate vessel D-08 under the control of LC-2 
which maintains the level of the atmospheric drum D-02 while also employing two split range valves. Valve LC-2A sends 
the excess condensate in D-02 to power plant while valve LC-2B opens demineralized water from E-01 outlet to the drum 
in case of low level. 
The stripping of dissolved oxygen from the deaerator is carried out by low pressure steam. The deaerator consists of two 
sections, a vertical section and a horizontal one. The vertical section consists of trays in which the deaeration process is 
carried out. The condensate is introduced into the top while the steam into the bottom of the vertical section and as it is 
cascading down the steam is used to strip out the dissolved gases including oxygen. The stripped gases are then sent to 
the atmosphere through the vent while the deaerated condensate is received into the horizontal section of the deaerator. 
The deaerated condensate is then treated with a scavenging liquid (Mekor) to further reduce the dissolved oxygen by 
injecting it into the suction of the boiler feed water pumps P-02A/B and P-03A/B. The medium pressure cycle pumps P-
02A/B takes suction from the deaerator D-01 and discharges to the FCC medium pressure steam generator E-22 and CRU 
medium pressure steam generator. The high pressure BFW pumps P-03A/B sends the water to CO boiler. Normally the 
electric pumps P-02A and P-03A are kept in operation while the turbine pumps P-02B and P-03B are kept on standby. 
The turbine pumps operate automatically when there is low pressure on the discharge of the respective motor pumps. 
When this happens, the steam flow control valve LPS-22 and LPS-23 located on the turbine inlet lines are opened due to 
the action of the respective switches. 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CO BOILER AND ITS CONTINUOUS BLOWDOWN FLASH DRUM 
The carbon monoxide (CO) boiler is designed to recover the latent heat in the flue gas which contains 7-9% CO coming 
from the FCC regenerator to generate high pressure steam of about 42 kg/cm2 using 10% auxiliary fuel gas and fuel oil. 
However, in the absence of flue gas, the CO boiler is furnished with four burners to burn fuel gas and fuel oil. The Boiler 
feed water (BFW) supplied by P-03 from the condensate recovery units de-aerator flows to the economizer where flue gas 
exiting the combustion chamber is used to preheat the water. Upon entry into the boiler drum the water is passed through 
down-comers to the evaporating and steam generating banks and the saturated steam is received in the steam drum 
through the riser pipes. At the upper side of the drum, cyclones are used to separate water droplets from the saturated 
steam. The saturated steam then flows to the first super-heater. At the outlet of the primary super-heater, water is injected 
into the steam to reduce its temperature before entering the secondary super-heater. The secondary super-heater heats the 
steam to its final temperature and pressure of about 400oC and 42 kg/cm2 and flows into the high pressure steam network. 
During the operation of the boiler, trisodium phosphate is injected into the boiler drum while MekorTM is dosed into the 
boiler feed water. The phosphate buffers the water to minimize pH; it precipitates calcium or magnesium into a soft 
deposit rather than a hard scale; it helps to promote the protective layer on boiler metal surfaces but forms sludge as it 
reacts with hardness (NCDENR, 2004). It is therefore necessary to withdraw some quantity of boiler water either 
intermittently or continuously to maintain the concentration of impurities such as silica, residual trisodium phosphate, 
silica and hydrogen ion to acceptable ABMA values. The blow-down also helps in removing the sludge. Thus the CO 
Boiler has an intermittent and continuous blow-down drums as shown in Figure 2.The continuous blow-down drum is a 
flash drum which is used to generate low pressure steam because of the reduction in pressure. The low pressure steam is 
routed to the low pressure steam network while the hot water, because of its hotness is cooled by an air cooler before it is 
discharged to the sewer under level control. 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FCC SLURRY BOTTOM STEAM GENERATOR AND ITS CONTINUOUS 
BLOWDOWN FLASH DRUM 
The FCC medium pressure steam generator is a kettle type shell and tube heat exchanger with the slurry in the tubes and 
boiler feed water in the shell side. The slurry bottom is the hot liquid product from the bottom of the FCC main 
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fractionator. The boiler feed water is also received from the condensate recovery units de-aerator. Essentially, the steam 
generator is a waste heat boiler (WHB) utilizing the latent heat inherent in the slurry oil to generate medium pressure 
steam of about 17kg/cm2 and 256oC. 
Akin to the CO boiler, phosphate is also injected into the water in the generator. Thus, it has a continuous blow down 
drum which also function as a flash drum to control the concentration of impurities. The flash steam joins the network 
while the hot water joins that from the CO boiler to the air cooler and then to the sewer. 
 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF REDUCTION IN BLOW-DOWN 
The change in required blow-down may be calculated from the equations below [2]: 

RCMU %%100%      (1) 
MUTA %*       (2) 

100*%
AB

ABD


       (3) 

hrSTMIbBDhrBDIb /*%/    (4) 
 where MU= make up water 

T= ppm of impurity in makeup water to the de-aerator from water treatment plant 
 B= maximum allowable limit of impurities in boiler drum (ABMA limits) 
 RC= Return Condensate  
 BD= Blow-down 
 STM = Amount of steam generated by boiler 

The maximum allowable limit of impurities has been correlated as a function of pressure using the ABMA limits given in 
Table 1 [1]: 

537.3621Pr*10*174783.2Pr*10*825077.5Pr*10*306188.3 22334  B (5) 
wherePr= Boiler drum pressure in psig  

The quantity of blow down to maintain the given status of boiler water in terms of B is determined by the material 
balance of solids across the boiler drum as shown in Figure 3: 

 

 
Figure 3: Material balance of CO boiler blown-down and boiler feed water 

 
The material balance on total dissolved solids (TDS) may be written as 

MB CMBFWCBD ***     (6) 

BDWBFW S  (7) 
Substituting for equation (7) into equation (6) we have 

MSB CMBDWCBD **)(*  (8) 

fSB CMBDWCBD **)(*  (9) 

In equations (6) to (7), 
BD=Blow-down rate 
CM=Concentration of TDS in makeup water, ppm 
Cf=Concentration of TDS in boiler feed water 
CB=Concentration of TDS in blow-down water 
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M=Weight fraction of makeup water in boiler feed water 
The annual energy savings can be estimated using the calculated values in equations 3 and 4 when the boiler efficiency, 
fuel cost, makeup water temperature and yearly hours of operation are known. To avoid the use of steam tables in 
calculating the energy or fuel savings generated by reducing boiler blow-down, a MATLAB™ programme was written to 
ease the calculations. The programme is given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: MATLAB PROGRMME TO COMPUTE THE ENERGY SAVINGS ACCRUED TO A 
REDUCTION IN BOILER BLOWDOWN 
%THIS IS A SCRIPT FILE FOR CALCULATING THE ENERGY SAVINGS  
%DUE TO REDUCTION IN BOILER BLOWDOWN 
%PROGRAM INPUT 
%1 DOLLAR=154.25 NGN 
disp('CO BOILER ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH REDUCED BLOWDOWN’) 
EFF=input ('CO BOILER EFFICIENCY (%)='); 
FC=input ('FUEL COST (NGN/MMBtu)='); 
TMC=input ('WATER, SEWAGE AND TREATMENT COST (NGN/gal)='); 
TMU=input ('MAKEUP WATER TEMPERATURE (oF)='); 
BPS=input ('BOILER STEAM PRESSURE (psia)='); 
YR=input ('YEARLY HOURS OF OPERATION (hr)='); 
FS=input ('BOILER STEAM OUTPUT OR FLOW RATE (Ib/hr)='); 
PERCENTBD1=input ('PERCENT BLOWDOWN1 (PERCENT)='); 
PERCENTBD2=input ('PERCENT BLOWDOWN2 (PERCENT)='); 
BR=400; %MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LIMIT OF IMPURITIES IN BOILER DRUM (ABMA  ALKALINITY 
LIMITS) 
HLIQBPS=-.15115567*BPS+ (3.671404/BPS) +11.622558*sqrt (BPS) +30.832667*log (BPS); 
HLIQBPS=HLIQBPS+8.74117e-5*(BPS) ^2+ (-1.569916e-8*(BPS) ^3) +54.55; 
HLIQMU=TMU-32; 
BFW1=FS/(1-PERCENTBD1); 
BFW2=FS/(1-PERCENTBD2); 
MUW=BFW1-BFW2; 
PERMU= (MUW/FS)*100; 
HEATSAVINGS=HLIQBPS-HLIQMU; 
TOTALFUELCOST= (MUW*HEATSAVINGS*FC*YR)/(EFF*1e6); 
TOTALWATERCOST= (MUW*TMC*YR)/8.34; 
ANNUALCOST=TOTALFUELCOST+TOTALWATERCOST; 
fprintf ('AMOUNT OF BLOWDOWN(Ib/hr)=%1.4e\n',MUW); 
fprintf ('PERCENT BLOWDOWN (PERCENT)=%1.4e\n',PERCENTBD1); 
fprintf('PERCENT BLOWDOWN (PERCENT)=%1.4e\n',PERCENTBD2); 
fprintf('HEAT SAVINGS(Btu/Ib)=%1.4e\n',HEATSAVINGS); 
fprintf('TOTAL FUEL SAVINGS(NGN)=%1.4e\n',TOTALFUELCOST); 
fprintf('TOTAL WATER AND CHEMICALS 
SAVINGS(NGN)=%1.4e\n',TOTALWATERSAVINGS); 
fprintf('ANNUAL SAVINGS FROM BLOWDOWN  REDUCTION(NGN)=%1.4e\n',ANNUALSAVINGS); 

 
 In addition to equation (1) to (4) the following equations were used in writing the programme. 

HLIQBPS=-.15115567*BPS+ (3.671404/BPS) +11.622558* (BPS)^0.5+30.832667*log (BPS)+8.74117e-5*(BPS) 
^2+ (-1.569916e-8*(BPS) ^3) +54.55                               (10) 

HLIQMU=TMU-32; 
BFW1=FS/(1-PERCENTBD1)       (11) 
BFW2=FS/(1-PERCENTBD2)       (12) 
MUW=BFW1-BFW2        (13) 
PERMU= (MUW/FS)*100       (14) 
HEATSAVINGS=HLIQBPS-HLIQMU      (15) 
TOTALFUELCOST= (MUW*HEATSAVINGS*FC*YR)/(EFF*1e6)  (16) 
TOTALWATERCOST= (MUW*TMC*YR)/8.34     (17) 
ANNUALCOST=TOTALFUELCOST+TOTALWATERCOST   (18) 
In equations (10) to (18), 
HLIQBPS=Enthalpy of saturated liquid water at boiler pressure 
BPS= Boiler pressure 
HLIQMU=Enthalpy of makeup water 
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TMU=Temperature of makeup water 
BFW1, BFW2=Boiler feed water flow rate at the two scenarios, respectively 
FS=Steam flow rate 
PERCENTBD1, PERCENTBD2= Percent blow-down at scenarios 1 and 2, respectively 
FC=Fuel cost 
YR=Yearly hours of operation 
EFF=Boiler efficiency 
MUW=Makeup water rate 
TMC=Water, sewage and treatment cost 
 

ENERGY SAVINGS IN FLASHING BOILER BLOWDOWN 
The energy savings due to the flashing of boiler blow-down can be calculated in the following steps: 

 Collection of the following data: Initial boiler pressure, flash drum or reduced pressure, blow-down 
mass flow rate, cost of fuel per gallon,  net calorific value (NCV) of fuel, air-cooled condenser inlet 
pressure and outlet temperature, boiler efficiency, makeup water temperature, and number of operating 
hours per year. 

 From steam tables the following are obtained: Enthalpy of blow-down water at boiler pressure, enthalpy 
of blow-down water at flash drum pressure, latent heat of vapourization of water at flash drum pressure, 
enthalpy of makeup water at the given temperature 

 Calculate the percent flash generated by 

100*%
HFGDP

HLIQDPHLIQBWPflash 
 (19) 

where HLIQBWP=Enthalpy of blow-down water at boiler pressure 
  HLIQDP=Enthalpy of blow-down water at flash drum pressure 
  HFGDP=Latent heat of vapourization of water at flash drum pressure 

 Calculation of mass flow rate of flash steam as 

 mBDflashmmflashstea *%    (20) 
 wheremBD = Blow-down mass flow rate 

 Calculation of mass flow rate of blow-down liquid from flash drum as 
mmflashsteamBDmflashliq  (21) 

  
 Read the total heat of flash steam from steam tables at flash drum pressure as hflashsteam 
 Calculate the heat saved in flash steam as 

mmflashsteamhflashsteasheatsaving * (22) 
 Read the enthalpy of liquid entering the air-cooled condenser at flash drum pressure from steam tables 

as hliqAP 
 Read  the enthalpy of liquid exiting the air-cooled condenser at the exit temperature from steam tables 

as hliqaircoolerexit 
 Calculation of the difference in enthalpy between the liquid entering  and exiting the air cooler as   

lerexithliqaircoohliqAPheatloss   (23) 
 Calculation of total heat loss in Btu/hr as 

heatlossmlashliqTheatloss *    (24) 
 Calculation of the net energy savings from 

TheatlosssheatsavingNetsavings   (25) 
 Calculation of fuel savings as 

EFFNCV
FCYRNetsavingssFuelsaving

*
**

 (26) 

where YR=Yearly hours of operation 
 FC=Fuel cost 
 NCV=Net calorific value of fuel 
 EFF=Boiler efficiency 

Performing the above calculations manually coupled with consultation of steam tables is also tedious and thus a computer 
programme in MATLAB™ was written as shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3: MATLAB COMPUTER PROGRAMME TO COMPUTE THE ENERGY SAVINGS 
THROUGH FLASHING OF CO BOILER BLOWDOWN WATER  
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%THIS PROGRAMME COMPUTES THE ENERGY SAVINGS  
%THROUGH FLASHING OF BOILER BLOWDOWN 
%PROGRAM INPUT 
%1 DOLLAR=154.25 NGN 
disp('CO BOILER ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH FLASHING OF BLOWDOWN  
BWP=input('BOILER WATER PRESSURE(psia)='); 
DP=input('FLASH DRUM PRESSURE(psia)='); 
AP=input('AIR COOLER INLET PRESSURE(psia)='); 
BD=input('AMOUNT OF BLOWDOWN (Ib/hr)='); 
FC=input('FUEL COST(NGN/gal)='); 
TMU=input('MAKEUP WATER TEMPERATURE(oF)='); 
TAIRCOOLEREXIT=input('AIR COOLER OUTLET TEMPERATURE(oF)='); 
YR=input('YEARLY HOURS OF OPERATION(hr)='); 
NCV=input('NET CALORIFIC VALUE OF FUEL(Btu/gal)='); 
EFF=input('BOILER EFFICIENCY (PERCENT)='); 
HLIQBWP=-.15115567*BWP+(3.671404/BWP)+11.622558*sqrt(BWP)+30.832667*log(BWP); 
HLIQBWP=HLIQBWP+8.74117e-5*(BWP)^2+(-1.569916e-8*(BWP)^3)+54.55; 
HLIQDP=-.15115567*DP+(3.671404/DP)+11.622558*sqrt(DP)+30.832667*log(DP); 
HLIQDP=HLIQDP+8.74117e-5*(DP)^2+(-1.569916e-8*(DP)^3)+54.55; 
B=[-0.15115567 3.671404 11.622558 30.832667 8.74117E-5 -2.62306E-8 54.55]; 
HLIQ=B(1)*DP+B(2)/DP+B(3)*DP^0.5+B(4)*log(DP)+B(5)*DP^2+B(6)*DP^3+B(7); 
C=[-0.14129 2.258225 3.4014802 14.438078 4.222624E-5 -1.569916E-8 1100.5]; 
HEATVAPOUR=C(1)*DP+C(2)/DP+C(3)*DP^0.5+C(4)*log(DP)+C(5)*DP^2+C(6)*DP^3+C(7); 
HFGDP=HEATVAPOUR-HLIQ; 
PERCENTFLASH=((HLIQBWP-HLIQDP)/HFGDP); 
MASSFLASH=PERCENTFLASH*BD; 
FLASHLIQ=BD-MASSFLASH; 
C=[-0.14129 2.258225 3.4014802 14.438078 4.222624E-5 -1.569916E-8 1100.5]; 
HEATFLASHSTEAM=C(1)*DP+C(2)/DP+C(3)*DP^0.5+C(4)*log(DP)+C(5)*DP^2+C(6)*DP^3+C(7); 
HEATSAVED=HEATFLASHSTEAM*MASSFLASH; 
HLIQAIRCOOLEREXIT=TAIRCOOLEREXIT-32; 
HLIQAP=-.15115567*AP+(3.671404/AP)+11.622558*sqrt(AP)+30.832667*log(AP); 
HLIQAP=HLIQAP+8.74117e-5*(AP)^2+(-1.569916e-8*(AP)^3)+54.55; 
HEATLOSS=HLIQAP-HLIQAIRCOOLEREXIT; 
THEATLOSS=MASSFLASH*HEATLOSS; 
NETSAVINGS=HEATSAVED-THEATLOSS; 
FUELSAVINGS=(NETSAVINGS*YR*FC)/(NCV*EFF); 
fprintf('AMOUNT OF BLOWDOWN(Ib/hr)=%1.4e\n',BD); 
fprintf('MASS FLOW RATE OF FLASH STEAM (Ib/hr)=%1.4e\n',MASSFLASH); 
fprintf('MASS FLOW RATE OF LIQUID FROM FLASH DRUM (Ib/hr)=%1.4e\n',FLASHLIQ); 
fprintf('ENTHALPY OF FLASH STEAM (Btu/Ib)=%1.4e\n',HEATFLASHSTEAM); 
fprintf('TOTAL HEAT IN FLASH STEAM (Btu/HR)=%1.4e\n',HEATSAVED); 
fprintf('ENTHALPY OF LIQUID AT AIRCOOLER INLET (Btu/Ib)=%1.4e\n',HLIQAP); 
fprintf('ENTHALPY OF LIQUID AT AIRCOOLER OUTLET (Btu/Ib)=%1.4e\n',HLIQAIRCOOLEREXIT); 
fprintf('HEAT ABSORBED IN AIRCOOLER  (Btu/Ib)=%1.4e\n',HEATLOSS); 
fprintf('TOTAL HEAT ABSORBED IN AIRCOOLER  (Btu/hr)=%1.4e\n',THEATLOSS); 
fprintf('NET SAVINGS IN FLASH DRUM (Btu/hr)=%1.4e\n',NETSAVINGS); 
fprintf('FUEL SAVINGS IN FLASH DRUM (Btu/hr)=%1.4e\n',FUELSAVINGS); 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The programme in Table A.1 was implemented with the following inputs: CO boiler efficiency, estimated fuel cost, 
makeup water temperature and yearly hours of operation are 77,462.75 NGN (US$484.14) per MMBtu, 27oC (80.6oF), 
and 8640 hrs, respectively. The cost of water, sewage, and treatment is also estimated to be 0.167 NGN (US$0.1x10-2) per 
gallon. The programme output is given in Table A.3. It should be noted that the use of the ABMA limits given in Table 1 
in the programme gives the same result as the employment of equation (5) since this equation was derived from the 
ABMA tables [1]. It has been stated that when boiler pressure is reduced, the blow-down losses are also reduced and that 
savings will result if blow-down is being drained and flash steam is being vented [9]. This can be true of the CO boiler 
intermittent blow-down as shown in Figure 2. 
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In writing the programme to estimate the heat savings in flashing boiler blow-down, correlations for superheated as well 
as saturated steam properties were taken from these works [10-12]. 

 
Table 4: PROGRAMME OUTPUT TO DEMONSTRATE REDUCTION IN BLOWDOWN FROM 8 TO 
6% 
 
>> CO BOILER ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH REDUCED BLOWDOWN  
CO BOILER EFFICIENCY(%)=0.77 
FUEL COST(NGN/MMBtu)=462.75 
WATER,SEWAGE AND TREATMENT COST(Naira/gal)=0.617 
MAKEUP WATER TEMPERATURE(oF)=80.6 
BOILER STEAM PRESSURE(psia)=612.07 
YEARLY HOURS OF OPERATION (hr)=8640 
BOILER STEAM OUTPUT OR FLOW RATE (Ib/hr)=169754.2 
PERCENT BLOWDOWN1 (PERCENT)=0.08 
PERCENT BLOWDOWN2 (PERCENT)=0.06 
AMOUNT OF BLOWDOWN (Ib/hr)=3.9259e+003 
PERCENT BLOWDOWN (PERCENT)=8.0000e-002 
PERCENT BLOWDOWN (PERCENT)=6.0000e-002 
HEAT SAVINGS (Btu/Ib)=4.2798e+002 
TOTAL FUEL SAVINGS (NGN)=8.7242e+006 
TOTAL WATER COST SAVINGS (NGN)=2.5094e+006 
ANNUAL SAVING IN COST OF BLOWDOWN (NGN)=1.1234e+007 
>> 
 

TABLE 5: PROGRAMME OUTPUT SHOWING ENERGY AND FUEL SAVINGS WHEN CO BOILER 
BLOWDOWN IS FLASHED IN A DRUM 

 
>> CO BOILER ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH FLASHING OF BLOWDOWN  
BOILER WATER PRESSURE(psia)=612.07 
FLASH DRUM PRESSURE(psia)=114.26 
AIR COOLER INLET PRESSURE(psia)=78.70 
AMOUNT OF BLOWDOWN (Ib/hr)=14761.23 
FUEL COST(NGN/gal)=154.25 
MAKEUP WATER TEMPERATURE(oF)=80.6 
AIR COOLER OUTLET TEMPERATURE(oF)=140 
YEARLY HOURS OF OPERATION(hr)=8640 
NET CALORIFIC VALUE OF FUEL(Btu/gal)=150000 
BOILER EFFICIENCY (PERCENT)=0.77 
AMOUNT OF BLOWDOWN(Ib/hr)=1.4761e+004 
MASS FLOW RATE OF FLASH STEAM (Ib/hr)=2.8119e+003 
MASS FLOW RATE OF LIQUID FROM FLASH DRUM (Ib/hr)=1.1949e+004 
ENTHALPY OF FLASH STEAM (Btu/Ib)=1.1897e+003 
TOTAL HEAT IN FLASH STEAM (Btu/HR)=3.3453e+006 
ENTHALPY OF LIQUID AT AIRCOOLER INLET (Btu/Ib)=2.8095e+002 
ENTHALPY OF LIQUID AT AIRCOOLER OUTLET (Btu/Ib)=1.0800e+002 
HEAT ABSORBED IN AIRCOOLER  (Btu/Ib)=1.7295e+002 
TOTAL HEAT ABSORBED IN AIRCOOLER  (Btu/hr)=4.8631e+005 
NET SAVINGS IN FLASH DRUM (Btu/hr)=2.8590e+006 
FUEL SAVINGS IN FLASH DRUM (Btu/hr)=3.2989e+007 
>> 

Recovering condensate and generating flash steam from the blow-down water helps a steam generating plant to save 
energy, save water, and reduces the effluent from the boiler as well as saving in chemicals used for water treatment since 
condensate is pure water with little or no dissolved solids [13]. The cooling of the blow-down by the air-cooler helps to 
meet the environmental discharge limits of hot water to the environment. 
It should be noted that insufficient blow-down may lead to carryover of boiler water into the steam system, or formation of 
deposit and excessive blow-down will waste energy, water, and chemicals. Thus the optimum blow-down rate must be 
found by using various factors such as the boiler type, boiler operating pressure, water treatment, and quality of makeup 
water [14].  
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CONCLUSION 
 1. The results of the computer programmes show that the calculations of the economic benefits of reducing boiler blow-
down and flashing of boiler blow-down is relatively easier as compared to manual calculations. 
2.  The use of manual calculations is error- prone and tedious as one needs to consult steam tables. 
3.The economic benefit of reducing boiler blow-down from 8 to 6% was calculated as 11.234 Million Naira (US$ 0.07)  
while the fuel savings in flashing blow-down water is 3.2989810^7 Btu/hr.  
4. The programmes developed in this paper can be used for off-design analysis of the CO-boiler and can be adapted for 
any other boiler. 
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